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II

Executive Summary

Climate change is a pertinent issue facing governments and societies around the world. The
industrial revolution has resulted in a steady increase in the average global temperature. The
mining and energy production industries have been significant contributors to this change
prompting governments to intervene by promoting low emission technology within these
sectors. This thesis reviews the energy problem in Australia and the mining sector with a focus
on the energy requirements and production methods utilised in Newman WA. BHP operate the
largest open cut iron ore mine in the world requiring substantial amounts of energy to maintain.
Renewable energy in the form of utility scale solar photovoltaics (PV) provides a solution to
these problems by providing emission free energy which can be used to supplement the existing
natural gas turbines in operation. This research presents a custom renewable solution for the
Newman scenario considering the specific township network, local weather conditions and load
profile. A summary of the required PV output is presented to supply slightly over 50% of the
towns power requirements during the peak (summer) period, resulting in close to full coverage
in the trough (winter) period. Power Factory is used to simulate the characteristics of the
existing infrastructure and produces results of integrating PV. These results conclude that the
problems requiring mitigation strategies unacceptable levels of harmonics and low power factor.
Strategies are proposed to control these issues predominantly through the use of high quality,
made for purpose inverters. Results show that use of inverters with harmonic filtering
dramatically reduce the level of harmonic injections to an acceptable level according to
Australian standards. Furthermore, the configuration of inverters to supply active and reactive
power assist in mitigating low power factor problems.
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1

Introduction

This research thesis represents the culmination of the knowledge and skills learnt throughout the
Bachelor of Engineering degree undertaken at Murdoch University. The purpose is to apply
these skills to complete a practical real-world project from conception to delivery that makes a
valuable contribution to the Engineering community. This project outlines the existing
Australian energy scenario and the mining industry’s role and details the energy scenario of the
mining town of Newman in Western Australia. It also reviews the energy problem faced by the
town. Improvements are proposed and evaluated with an emphasis on renewable energy as a
solution to these problems.
Newman currently has high demand for electrical energy and employs no large scale renewable
energy infrastructure to supply this demand. This thesis serves as a case study for integrating
Photovoltaic (PV) electricity generation into the existing gas turbine fed network of the town. A
review of the benefits of integrating PV generation will be presented as will potential power
quality impacts. Mitigation strategies will be proposed to correct any unacceptable power
quality issues already present in the network or resulting from PV integration.
The proposed PV installation will supply the township with the potential for future expansion to
include the Mount Whaleback mine and other surrounding sites including Area C, Yandi,
Eastern Ridge and Jimblebar.
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1.1

Background and Significance

Newman is a small town located in the east Pilbara region of Western Australia approximately
1200 km north east of Perth. The township itself has a defined land area of 17.01 km2 [1],
however has an abundant land mass available in its surrounds.

Figure 1.1: Newman’s Location in WA [2]
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While the township itself is geographically small there is still a large amount of economic
activity due primarily to BHP’s operation of the Mount Whaleback iron ore mine. Whaleback
mine has been operating since 1968 and is expected to continue operating for at least an
additional 20 years though it is likely to be closer to 50 years due to the continual discovery of
additional iron ore deposits.
Mining requires large amounts of energy and the current means of electricity generation in
Newman requires the burning of natural gas. This method of generation produces carbon
dioxide emissions which contributes to global warming and reduces available gas for Australia
to export.. Climate change remains the primary influence for considering renewable energy as a
supplement and eventual replacement to fossil fuels. The Australian Government through its
policies, including the Renewable Energy Target [3] scheme, entices mining companies to
operate in an environmentally responsible manner.
Large scale PV generation presents technical challenges that need to be overcome to
successfully integrate with an existing grid. These challenges include:


Voltage deviation



Variable supply



Increased harmonic distortion



Increased available fault current



Low Power Factor

This report analyses the extent of these issues occurring in the Newman network in its current
configuration and with the introduction of PV generation. Strategies to improve the power
quality experienced by the network are investigated to determine the best methods to overcome
PV integration problems.
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1.1.1 Newman Energy Scenario

The existing network is supplied by natural gas turbines with diesel generator backup. The
supply of gas originates from Yarraloola located 600km from the power station which
represents a large transport distance. Diesel is supplied via truck from Perth which is a 1200 km
transport route. Newman has a high demand for electrical energy due to the operation of the
various mine sites located in the region and the township itself.

1.1.2 Existing Problems

The remoteness of the town from urban infrastructure represents a major problem in terms of
energy supply. If the supply of fuel, in this case natural gas, slows or halts then there are no
redundant means of supply. Reliance on natural gas provided by an external supplier creates a
dependence on other companies and exposes BHP to fluctuations in energy prices.
Additionally, the maximum output of the current power station is capped and cannot be easily
increased as needed. This presents an issue as BHP are wanting to expand their current
operation and cannot do so without additional electrical energy available.

1.1.3 Potential Solutions

Renewable energy can assist by providing a locally available, infinite fuel source to produce
electrical energy. Abundant solar energy reaches the surface in Newman and with the correct
infrastructure can be converted to electrical energy with zero contribution to greenhouse gases,
excluding initial installation.
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1.1.5 Local Solar Resources

Newman lies 9km north of the Tropic of Capricorn resulting in the availability of high solar
irradiance per square metre – with an average of 5.80 kWh/m2/day for 2016 [4]. This combined
with large available land space surrounding the town suggests there is great potential to capture
large amounts of solar energy.

1.1.6 Solar Energy Integration Challenges

Introducing high proportions of PV to supplement existing generation can cause power quality
issues that need to be overcome. These issues include voltage fluctuations, low power factor,
increases in available fault current and increased harmonic distortion. The intermittent and
unpredictable nature of available solar radiation contributes heavily to these issues.
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1.2 Project Objectives

The project aims to investigate and improve the energy scenario of the township of Newman
addressing:


Greenhouse gas emissions;



Fossil fuel transport requirements; and



The difficulty of increasing energy production capability.

Renewable energy is explored as a solution to the energy problem experienced by Newman and
due to the hot, sunny climate of the town solar energy is selected as the type of technology to be
reviewed.
Utility scale photovoltaics will be investigated as a solution to this problem and thus a detailed
investigation of the adverse impacts integrating PV can have on an existing network is required
and presented. Electrical characteristics are analysed with a focus on those identified as
problematic in previous PV studies.
The ultimate goal of the project is to design a system to supply the township of Newman with at
least 50% solar generation capacity reducing demand on the existing generators and reducing
carbon emissions PV sizing required to achieve this is calculated and presented including: size
and number of solar panels as well as the rating and number of inverters.
The project will deliver:


an assessment of the current energy characteristics in Newman



proposals for renewable energy improvements; and



a model to the existing network including integrated PV generation;



an updated model integrating control strategies to ensure reliable power
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1.3 Report Layout

The report contains five linked chapters to address the issue of PV integration in to the Newman
electrical network.
Chapter 1 provides background information and introduces the concept of renewable energy and
the benefits it can yield, particularly for remote networks without geographically close access to
fossil fuels. It will also address some common issues associated with implementing high levels
of solar power generation.
Chapter 2 presents a literature review of research findings that address the current energy
problems in Australia, Mining and Newman. This review will determine the benefits of
increasing renewable energy production capacity and provide some strategies to successfully
implement those benefits.
Chapter 3 will outline the process undertaken to complete the project by providing an overview
of the required tasks and how those tasks will be completed. Some specifics regarding the
modelling and programming performed in Power Factory will be demonstrated along with the
reason why particular approaches were taken.
Chapter 4 presents the key findings produced by the network model. These results will include
voltage deviations, fault current levels, harmonics and generator output for each scenario as
mentioned in chapter 1.2: Project Objectives. Additionally, problem mitigation strategies are
outlined in this section with an analysis of their effectiveness.
Chapter 5 concludes the report with an overview of the benefits and problems of integrating PV
into the Newman network. It will summarise key outcomes and rate the projects’ success as
well as outline potential improvements for the future based around expansion of what this
project has achieved.
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2

Literature Review

The following literature review outlines the need for a shift towards renewable energy and the
benefits such a move will reap. The Australian energy scenario is reviewed with a focus on the
mining industry specifically the requirements of BHP’s operation in Newman.
Newman has vast solar resources available as outlined in this chapter, therefore solar is the type
of renewable energy to study. To take advantage of the benefits of solar energy it must be
integrated into an existing network giving rise to a new set of technical challenges to maintain
power quality and stability. Research detailing the technical issues with integrating solar power
generation into an existing network is reviewed. The problems encountered by previous high
penetration PV projects provide a point of investigation for the proposed Newman upgrade.

2.1

Australian Energy Scenarios

The Australian government is encouraging renewable energy as a replacement for fossil fuels.
The Renewable Energy Target scheme is currently aiming to achieve 33000 GWh of annual
electricity generation from renewable sources by the year 2020 [3]. According to the 2015
Energy in Australia report [5] consumption of energy in Australia is undergoing a shift from
fossil fuels to renewables. The 10 years preceding 2014 the average annual growth for solar
energy consumption was 30% with the growth for oil and gas only reaching 2.0% and 3.9%
respectively for the same period. Furthermore, consumption of coal is declining at an average
rate of 2.2% per year.
There is a clear push towards renewable energy and government policy rewards companies that
invest in this technology. The mining sector has an additional responsibility to remain
environmentally responsible which provides another advantage of renewable generation.
Page 17 of 106

2.2

Mining Industry Energy Scenarios

The mining sector is comprised of large scale operations with significant energy requirements.
In order to extract resources from the ground some disturbance to the soil and surrounding
environment is inevitable. Mining companies are granted licenses on the proviso that they
remain environmentally responsible. This includes where possible applying non-invasive
extraction methods, revegetation of disrupted land and reducing carbon emissions. BHP remain
committed to playing a role in climate change as evidenced by the release of their Climate
Change: Portfolio Analysis [6] document which outlines the actions undertaken by BHP to
contribute to keeping the global average temperature increase below 2 C compared to preindustrial age levels. These actions include reducing operational emissions by improving energy
efficiency, reducing waste and promoting the adoption of renewable energy technologies. In
August 2016 BHP began participating in the Lakeland Solar and Storage project [7] designed
with 13 MW of PV along with a 5.3 MWh battery storage system to improve reliability.
The mining sector is constantly reviewing expenditures and searching for cost cutting measures
– relying on an external source of fuel to power operations exposes companies to volatile price
swings.
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2.3

Newman Locale

The Martu people are the traditional owners of the land comprising Newman and its surrounds
for the past 26000 years. In 1968, the towns initial infrastructure was built by the Mount
Newman Mining company in response to the discovery of significant iron ore deposits by Stan
Hilditch in 1957 [8].
This discovery has led to the town being a thriving economic contributor to WA and Australia
which is expected to continue due to the abundance of iron ore deposits yet to be retrieved. BHP
Billiton operate Whaleback – the largest open pit iron ore mine in the world – as well as
additional surrounding smaller ore bodies including Area C, Yandi, and Jimblebar. For the
fiscal year 2015-2016 257 Mega tonnes (Mt) of iron ore were retrieved from the land mass and
exported by BHP Billiton’s Pilbara operations [9]. The energy requirements to process such
high volumes of product are very large – placing a large burden on the Yarnima Power Station
located in Newman which produced 677,925 MWh of electricity during this year [10].
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2.4

Newman Energy Scenario

The Yarnima Power station project was completed in 2014 and replaced the previous Alinta
operated power station to supply the Township of Newman and various mine sites including
Whaleback. The plant was built to increase available power output and give BHP control of its
own supply requirements. The generation capacity of Yarnima is 190MW of electrical power
produced by three Siemens SGT800 gas turbines with heat recovery steam generators feeding
two Siemens SST400 steam turbines [11]. During the 2015-2016 fiscal year, this plant produced
337537 tonnes of CO2-e (carbon dioxide equivalent) [10] as a by-product of providing the town
and surrounding mine sites energy needs. Expansion of the Newman operation is planned and as
a result this carbon footprint will likely increase year upon year as it has historically.

Table 2.1: Power Generated in Newman between 2013 and 2016 [10]

Newman Electrical Power Generation
Newman Power Station

Yarnima Power Station

Total

Energy

Carbon

Energy

Carbon

Energy

Carbon

Output

Emissions

Output

Emissions

Output

Emissions

(MWh)

(t CO2-e)

(MWh)

(t CO2-e)

(MWh)

(t CO2-e)

13-14

555422

370743

-

-

555422

370743

14-15

231335

138146

458924

307351

690259

445497

15-16

121989

118285

677925

337573

799914

455858

Year

Table 2.1 reveals an overall increase in the total power generated locally in Newman since
2013. As mentioned Yarnima power station was completed in 2014 which explains the sharp
drop in power output of Newman Power Station – which is still operated by Alinta but does not
supply BHP infrastructure.
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Notably the output increase of Yarnima between 14/15 and 15/16 was 47% however the
increase in carbon emissions was only 10%. This is explained by the plant being commissioned
during the 14/15 period with a heavier reliance on the backup diesel generators. However, the
plant is now running at close to maximum efficiency so a more linear relationship should be
seen between increases in power output and emissions. Therefore, the future expansions of local
mining operations will likely result in a significant increase in carbon emissions.
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2.4.2 Township Load Profile

The load profile of the township (excluding mine) as expected experiences peak demand
throughout the hotter months, likely due to high air conditioner usage. Figure 2.1 illustrates
opposing extremes (minimum and maximum) of load demand experienced in the last twelve
months. The red curve is the load profile for the period 26-02-17 to 04-03-17 inclusive and
represents the largest weekly total demand occurring in the previous year. The blue curve
represents the load profile for the period 23-06-16 to 30-6-16 inclusive and illustrates the lowest
weekly total demand occurring in the previous twelve months.

Instantaneous Demand (MW)

Week Load Profile - Highest vs Lowest Demand
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Day
Summer Profile

Winter Profile

Figure 2.1: Newman Load Profile Max and Min Extremities [12]
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.

The fact that high demand occurs in summer and low demand occurs in winter is an advantage
to utilising solar as an energy source for the town. This is because available solar energy is
much higher in summer than in winter which will generally result in a direct relationship
between demand and output. That is when output is relatively low so is demand, and when
demand is relatively high so is output.
Taking an overview of the graphs reveals a consistent demand variation / trend, with the peaks
occurring during the middle of the day and the troughs at night. The winter graph however
seems to have two peaks corresponding to the beginning and end of each working day. This
suggests times when appliances are in heavy use which is likely occurring in summer also
however is being masked by the extreme air conditioner use.
These trends suggest a level of predictability is achievable assisting any implemented control
system in taking proactive action.
During the peak periods in Summer the town average power demand is 10.4 MW and even the
low demand in winter averages 4.8 MW. During summer (the peak period) the daily demand
regularly exceeds 15 MW. This demand is quite substantial therefore an investment in a
renewable supply would be of benefit.
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2.5

Newman Energy Problems

The emission of greenhouse gases is the primary energy problem facing the town of Newman.
As previously stated Newman is currently supplied by a natural gas power station that for the
financial year 2015-2016 emitted over 455 kt of CO2 equivalent [10]. This is likely to increase
as the energy needs of the town increase.
Remote locations have inherent logistical problems for traditional energy generation. While the
plant itself is local the supply of gas is remote – sourced from Yarraloola located over 600 km
away. In the event of interruption to gas supply the Newman power station utilises backup
diesel generators which require heavy transport resources to ensure diesel is supplied.
Additionally, BHP are liable for several charges for its’ gas consumption including toll charges,
capacity reservation charges and throughput charges [13].
BHP is continually exploring and finding additional iron ore deposits. As production continues
to expand the demand for energy is increasing and is approaching the point of exceeding the
rated output of Yarnima. The business has a desire to expand its operations requiring additional
energy production capacity.
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2.6

Potential Solutions

Renewable energy has the potential to alleviate these issues by providing a local energy source
via the sun that does not contribute to carbon emissions. In the case of Newman solar energy is
of particular benefit due to the vast availability of solar resources. By harnessing the solar
energy that reaches the surface in Newman itself, the town becomes less reliant on a source of
energy that requires transportation over large distances and experiences price volatility.
Solar power can also help alleviate the capacity issues that may become an issue in the future.
Yarnima Power station cost close to 600 million USD. This type of power plant relies on
economies of scale and as a result expansion of similar infrastructure will have a significant
financial cost and may be over capacity of what is required. Installing a fourth SGT800
generator capable of 54 MW output is wasteful when an increase of only 10 MW is required.
Solar PV provides an economical solution to the additional capacity needs without requiring the
scale of additional gas turbines. The modularity of PV farms allow capacity to be upgraded as
needed in a relatively simple manner – by connecting additional solar panels and inverters as
required.
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2.7

Solar Energy Prospects

A locations latitude and weather conditions as well as existing technology efficiency are the
primary factors influencing the viability of a large scale solar farm for a particular site. The
levels of solar radiation reaching the surface of a location affect the total energy available while
energy conversion technology determines how much of that total energy becomes useful
electrical energy.

2.7.1 Solar Radiation

Solar Irradiance is the term given to the rate of solar energy reaching the surface of the earth,
while radiant exposure is the sum of irradiance over a given period [14]. Therefore, solar
irradiance can be thought of as solar power whilst radiant exposure is akin to solar energy.
During 2016, the average daily solar irradiation in Newman measured by the Bureau of
Meteorology was 20.87 MJ which equates to 5.80 kWh/m2 [4]
For comparison, the average solar irradiance of locations selected for the development of 12
new federally funded solar plants are given in table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Australian PV sites by Solar Irradiance intensity [15] [16]

Available Solar Irradiance for Proposed PV Sites
2016 Average Solar

Solar Farm Location

Capacity (MW)

Kidston, QLD

50

6.0

Longreach, QLD

15

5.8

Collinsville, QLD

57.5

5.6

Collinsville, QLD

42

5.6

Cervantes, WA

20

5.4

Dalby, QLD

110

5.3

Oakey, QLD

25

5.2

Glen Innes, NSW

20

5.1

Dubbo, NSW

25

5.0

Parkes, NSW

55

4.8

Manildra, NSW

50

4.8

Griffith, NSW

30

4.8

Irradiance (kWh/m2)

Newman is close to the top of the list with only Kidston, QLD having more intense irradiance
and Longreach, QLD being equal.
Cloud cover is another major influence on the real-time levels of solar irradiance as it blocks the
path of solar energy between the sun and the surface of the earth. Fortunately, Newman
experiences below average number of cloudy days for most of the year.
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2.8

Solar Technology

Two major roadblocks have prevented the widespread adoption of solar energy production:
solar panel inefficiency and energy storage. Panel inefficiency is less of an impact due to the
sheer amount of available solar energy – harnessing a small percentage still results in large total
energy capture. Energy storage is the primary concern and tends to be the largest cost associated
with large scale PV generation.

2.8.1 Photovoltaic Technology

Solar panels are very inefficient in terms of outputting levels of electrical energy as a function
of the amount of solar energy striking them. Typical output for a solar panel is usually within
the range 10% to 20% depending on the cost.
In 2016, Australian engineers broke the efficiency record for converting solar energy to
electricity [17]. This “milestone” achieved was still only a 34.5% conversion rate and only for a
28 cm2 module still requiring further work for practical application using larger panels.
Most panels often have an actual output far less than their nominal value. This value is
measured under lab test conditions where the panels receive 1000 W/m2 of solar irradiance with
an ambient air temperature of 25C [18]. 1000 W/m2 is a high level of solar irradiance that is
rarely achieved, and when it occurs it is only for short periods – during times of clear sunny
conditions typically throughout the middle of day.
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Despite these inefficiencies photovoltaics are still a very promising renewable technology as
they are still capable of high levels of output particularly for large scale PV systems with large
quantities of panels. Also, the constant evolutions in technology leading to increased
efficiencies are exciting and would reduce the required amount of land space required. Finally,
this form of electricity generation contributes no greenhouse gases once the infrastructure is in
place.

2.8.2 Energy Storage Technology

To maximise efficiency solar infrastructure relies heavily on energy storage to capture excess
energy supplied for later use when solar irradiance is low. Solar requires large capacity storage
as there are long periods – the entire duration of the night – when irradiance is zero. This is in
contrast to wind energy that does experience intermittent supply due to low wind speeds
however does not usually experience hours on end of zero output.
Various energy storage technologies are available including:


rechargeable batteries;



flywheels; and



pumped hydro.

These forms of energy storage convert the excess electrical energy produced by the PV system
when supply exceeds demand into a different form of energy, and convert back when demand
exceeds supply.
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2.8.2.1 Electrochemical Rechargeable Batteries

Batteries are currently the most common form of renewable energy storage. Batteries work well
with PV systems as they require DC current to charge which is the type of energy PV panels
supply. Additionally, when batteries are required to supply the excess energy they can feed
directly to the inverters.

2.8.2.2 Mechanical Flywheels

Flywheels are an older technology that in recent times have come into more sophisticated use.
When solar energy exceeds demand the flywheel behaves as an electric motor using that energy
to spin building up mechanical energy. The rotational motion is then converted back to
electrical energy as required in times of low solar supply. The current technology involves the
rotor being encased in a vacuum to minimise friction and air resistance losses.

2.8.2.3 Potential Pumped Hydro

Pumped hydro utilises potential energy as a storage system by pumping water against gravity to
an elevated position and stores it in a dam or container. When extra energy is required, that
water flows under the force of gravity creating mechanical movement which is then converted
to electricity as a typical generator would.
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2.9

Solar Energy Integration Challenges

Introducing high proportions of PV into an existing network causes issues with power quality
and reliability. Problems include voltage fluctuations, low power factor, increases in available
fault current and increased harmonics. The root cause of these issues is the variable nature of
available solar radiation of which there is no method of control. Additionally, the electronics
required to convert solar radiation into useful electrical energy causes the injection of harmonics
into the network.
Analysis of previous studies and existing large-scale PV farms detail these issues and
demonstrate the actual impact high PV penetration has on network power quality and reliability.
Additionally, these studies provide potential solutions and the extent to which those solutions
achieved success
.

2.9.1 Voltage Fluctuation/Deviation

According to the WA Electrical Industry Code [19] network operators must maintain voltage at
nominal 230V with allowable tolerances of +10% and -6%. This is quite a large range however
can be challenging at times when integrating PV. Over-voltage can occur at times of low load
demand and high PV output whereas under-voltage can occur at times of low PV output and
high load demand.
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2.9.2 Energy Storage

There is no currently existing technology that allows humans to manipulate natural weather
conditions therefore the instantaneous output of solar systems is variable and must be
controlled. This combined with load variability means that there will be times of excess supply
and times of insufficient supply.
Energy storage facilities can assist by ensuring excess supply is not wasted and to ensure load
demands are met when instantaneous supply is insufficient.

2.9.3 Harmonic Distortion

Harmonics in an electrical system refers to voltage and current waveforms that have a frequency
that is a multiple of the systems nominal frequency. Networks in Australia supply power at 50
Hz, therefore harmonic frequencies are 100 Hz, 150 Hz, 200 Hz and so on.
The presence of harmonic waveforms can lead to a distorted waveform causing damage to
transmission equipment and customers home devices. Electronic power converters required in a
solar system inject harmonics into networks as a by-product of their function. Depending on the
level of harmonics injected filters may be required to ensure devices that require a smooth sine
wave are not damaged.
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2.9.4 Fault Condition Contribution

During fault conditions, the only factor limiting current is the output potential of generation and
the impedance of the transmission infrastructure between the supply and the fault. Integrating
PV into an existing grid increases its potential supply and thus potential fault current. Large
fault currents can damage equipment including transmission cables which are selected to handle
faults based on the original networks (without PV) design.

2.10

Power Quality Requirements

Standards, Regulations and Codes set network operator benchmarks for power quality. For the
purposes of this report the following documents will be consulted and adhered to:


Western Australian Electrical Requirements (2015) [20]



AS/NZS 3000:2007 Wiring Rules [21]



WA Electricity Industry Code (2005) [19]
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2.11

PV Integration Case Studies

The challenges mentioned in the previous section have been analysed and overcome by existing
solar farms and are discussed below. Analysis and discussion of these problems assist in the
design solution for the Newman PV upgrade.

2.11.1 National Renewable Energy Laboratory High PV Case Studies

A study conducted by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) performed several
case studies in 2013 to identify common issues with introducing high penetrations of PV power
generation [22]. Case studies were conducted for the following PV plants:
1) 10 MW plant near Carlsbad New Mexico
2) 5.2 MW plant at Fort Collins, Colorado
3) 1.2 MW plant at Kaua’i, Hawaii
4) 2 MW plant at Fontana, California
The key findings from these studies suggest that cloud cover is the primary concern when
relying on solar generation. Passing clouds greatly diminish the solar radiation reaching the PV
panels resulting in significant drops in power output from these panels which occurs very
quickly. This can cause detrimental and sudden voltage drops if the fossil fuel generator
spinning reserves are not adequate to compensate or if ramp up rates are too slow. Furthermore,
overvoltage scenarios can occur during times of low demand and high solar irradiance.
Proposed solutions included incremental switching of inverters as needed and installation of
voltage regulators with buck and boost capability to vary voltage as required in response to
variable load and PV output.
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All four case studies reported no voltage issues observed after inter-connection of the PV farms
and concluded that the proposed control strategies were effective.

2.11.2 Carnarvon Solar Farm

The Australian PV Association performed a case study for increasing the PV integration into the
existing network in Carnarvon, WA [23]. As with the case studies performed by the NREL the
key issue was found to be cloud covers effect on PV output and the subsequent voltage
fluctuations that occur.
PV power generation requires high levels of solar radiation reaching the surface of the panels to
achieve the desired output. Cloud cover significantly reduces solar radiation resulting in an
often-dramatic and fast reduction in PV output. Furthermore, as a cloud disperses or moves
away from the path between the sun and PV array the output will quickly rise again.
The report concluded that not only will output drop sharply in response to a cloud, immediately
prior to a cloud blocking the sun “cloud edge” is experienced causing an output spike due to
radiation reflection. This phenomenon also occurs as a cloud leaves the path between the sun
and the PV array.
This network experienced a separate instance of rapid voltage fluctuation caused by cloud cover
during this month. The 10 kW inverters measure output of 8 kW dropped to 2.2 kW in less than
two seconds in response to a cloud.
These rapid voltage fluctuations represent a major problem for equipment connected to the grid
including both network operator transmission infrastructure as well as end-user devices. Voltage
spikes can cause damage to cables and both under and overvoltage can damage electronic
equipment including laptops which are owned by the majority of households.
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Horizon Power proposed solar irradiance monitoring systems in order to predict sharp changes
in solar irradiance in the surrounding areas and take proactive action such as increasing
generator spinning reserve prior to a cloud blocking the PV array.

2.11.3 Moree Solar Farm

The Moree Solar Farm [24] is a 56 MW nominal capacity PV array located 10 km south of
Moree in NSW. The plant is expected to produce 150000 MWh of electricity each year and
consequently reduce carbon emissions by 95000 tonnes CO2 equivalent. A great deal of study
was undertaken prior to construction of this farm to ensure its success. A key outcome of this
study was the selection of PV modules, tracking system and inverters.
The study concluded that using high quality components while costing more are the best choice
and well worth the additional expenditure. High efficiency polycrystalline silicon PV modules
were selected as this type is the most robust and tested type suggesting improved reliability.
A single axis tracking system was implemented to increase the solar radiation received by the
solar cells; however, dual axis tracking was discarded as the additional energy absorption was
deemed insufficient to justify the extra complexities and breakdown potential involved when
utilising dual axis compared to single axis.
High efficiency inverters were used to ensure harmonic distortion caused by the conversion
from DC to AC electricity remained within the Australian standards.
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2.12

Conclusions

There is a clear push in the world scene for climate change to reduce carbon emissions and
global warming. This has filtered down to Australia, the mining industry and more specifically
BHP Billiton. As a result, BHP have begun taking measures to reduce their operational
emissions including participation in a 13 MW solar farm in North Queensland. There is also a
desire to increase investment in low emission energy generation technology the most prominent
being wind and solar. Previous utility scale solar projects have performed in-depth analysis
prior to design and construction to determine impacts PV integration will cause and control
strategies to minimise those impacts. A proposed solar farm has location specific requirements
and problems due to variable load and geographical and weather conditions, however some
trends are evident based on past studies. Voltage fluctuation, low power factor and increased
harmonics are prevalent in the majority of case studies.
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3

Methodology

A structured methodology is crucial to ensure the project is a success and delivers a useful
solution.

3.1

Project Methodology

The project methodology as illustrated in figure 3.1 below has been split into four sections
where each tier must be completed incrementally and each will influence the next. While some
iteration is necessary the general order is given in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 – Methodology Flowchart
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3.1.1 Tier 1: Review of Existing Energy Requirements and Potential

The energy requirements of the township of Newman are analysed as a case study. A review of
the towns load profile in conjunction with weather data assists in the determination of
appropriate levels of PV. Load demand dictates the required levels of PV to achieve a certain
percentage of PV penetration such as 50%.
Once the required PV output has been determined a study of weather data, primarily solar
irradiance levels, in conjunction with solar manufacturer data sheets determines the required PV
infrastructure. This includes type, size and quantity of solar panels and type, size and quantity
inverters. Due to the large scale of the proposed system the most efficient hardware will be used
to minimise losses.

3.1.2 Tier 2: Modelling and Analysis of Existing Network

Simulation and analysis of the existing electrical network will assist in identifying the current
performance of the existing network. By modelling the current generation, transmission and
load infrastructure any existing problems regarding power quality and stability are identified.
Analysis of these characteristics will occur in conjunction with the appropriate Australian
Standards to ensure variables are within specified limits. Any identified power quality problems
lead to further opportunities for network improvement using renewable technologies and assist
with the application of PV into the network. For example, nodes experiencing under voltage
problems can be improved by connecting PV sources to them – providing a close source.
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3.1.3 Tier 3: Integration of PV Generation

Simulation of PV integration occurs using the same model of the Newman network from tier 2
with the addition of PV infrastructure as calculated in tier 1. The results obtained will be
compared with the circuit analysed in tier 2 (without PV) to identify improvements and
detriments to power quality caused by the introduction of PV.
This analysis provides a base of requirements for control strategies by providing location and
severity of any power quality problems. The strategies implemented will primarily be focused
on overcoming any characteristics that are outside the bands of the appropriate Australian
standards.

3.1.4 Tier 4: Problem Mitigation Strategy

Problematic power quality areas need to be addressed and improved. These can potentially
include voltage fluctuation, excessive fault current, low power factor and excessive harmonics.
Each of these characteristics must be maintained to within levels set out by the standard and if
tier 3 produces unsatisfactory results additional measures are required.
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3.2

Modelled Scenario

Power Factory by DIgSILENT [25] has been selected as the simulation tool to model the
township and analyse the existing grid and subsequent PV integration. This software package is
used by network operators in WA including Horizon Power and BHP.
The modelling and analysis will centre around three scenarios outlined below:
1) The current network without any modification
2) The network with the addition of the PV system
3) The network with PV and implemented control strategies

Accurate load data is used to investigate the performance of the network with its existing gas
generator supplying the demand. PV is then added to the model and the new network
performance is simulated and results compared.
The data produced by points 1 and 2 above is used to identify the specific network problems
caused by the introduction of PV and influences the control strategies required to maintain
stability.
The selected control strategies are simulated using Power Factory to determine their
effectiveness and data for all three models compared.
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3.2.1 Existing Infrastructure Model

The Power Factory model comprises the township substation feeders as the point of supply, the
124 township distribution transformers each with a corresponding load, and transmission lines
that connect the network. Single line diagrams and spreadsheets obtained from the Non-Process
Infrastructure (NPI) department of BHP [26] [27] [28] [29] form the database for input of the
existing network into Power Factory. This information includes:


Transformer data including power ratings and impedance



Cable types, sizes and routes



Half hourly load profile data

By modelling the correct physical infrastructure as it currently exists and using the actual load
data an accurate model outcome is derived.

3.2.2 PV Integration Model

Analysis of PV integration requires further modelling in Power Factory to include PV arrays,
Inverters and Battery Banks. This will determine the actual energy savings brought by the solar
system and illustrates the impact such an integration has on the power quality of the existing
network.
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3.3

Load Flow Analysis

For each model, load flow simulations are carried out and results analysed. The load flow
analysis for this project occurs over several periods of time with variable load demand and PV
output. To accurately capture this the Quasi-Dynamic simulation mode of Power Factory has
been used in conjunction with the in-built scripting language DigSILENT Programming
Language (DPL) [30].
Scripts written in DPL automatically read load data from spreadsheets and input that data to
each load in the network, run a load flow simulation and output the desired variables to a
spreadsheet. The script will repeat the process for all available load data. Temperature and wind
speed affect the efficiency of PV panels and vary throughout the day. The scripting language
allows this data to be automatically varied in the same manner as load data.
The combination of these two functions work well for this project as there are many loads
within the network each with half hourly data available. To manually input this data would take
many hours for each scenarios load flow analysis.
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3.5

Investigation of Power Quality

3.5.1 Voltage Fluctuation

Under normal conditions the voltage at each bus throughout a network is equal to the supply
voltage minus the voltage drop across the transmission path from supply to bus. Ohm’s law
states that voltage is equal to the product of current and impedance – V = IX. Therefore, for a
fixed supply voltage two variables exist that influence the voltage experienced by a load bus –
transmission line impedance and load demand.

Simple Two Bus System

Figure 3.2 – Two Bus System
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Figure 3.2 above shows a very simple two bus system with a supply and load bus joined by a
transmission line of a fixed impedance X. For this scenario with fixed supply voltage and line
impedance the voltage at the load bus will vary according to changes in load demand.

V LOAD = V SUPPLY – V LINE
V LINE = I LINE * X LINE
I LINE = I LOAD

An indirect relationship exists between load voltage and load demand therefore load flow
analysis utilising variable load data is essential to determine voltage fluctuation.

The introduction of solar power generation introduces another dynamic factor into voltage
fluctuation – variable supply. As solar irradiance changes the output of PV arrays changes and
some changes can be quick acting and large in magnitude – in response to fast moving, dense
cloud cover. The PV array’s point of connection within the network can magnify the voltage
fluctuations caused by the variability of supply.
If the array is connected to a different location to the existing generator the path from supply to
load becomes dynamic and as a result so does line impedance.
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Simple Three Bus System

Figure 3.3 – Three Bus System

Figure 3.3 depicts three bus system with two supplies at different locations in the network – The
PV array is the primary source with the generator set as the slack bus to compensate when PV
output is low. Assuming X1 ≠ X2 even for constant load demand the voltage at the load bus will
vary with fluctuating PV array output. The transmission line with the higher impedance value
will experience a greater volt drop and consequently a lower voltage available at the load bus.
This concept will affect the selection of connection points for the PV system.
As demonstrated above the voltage available at the load bus is variable in response to load
demand and PV output. Given that the Newman network is much more complex than the simple
two bus example given Power Factory is the best tool to determine the voltage fluctuation that
will occur in response to varying supply and load.
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3.5.2 Fault Conditions

Faults will be simulated at each bus within the network and fault currents for each cable will be
output. As with voltage fluctuation this provides baseline data that will be compared with the
faults that occur with the introduction of PV into the network. It will also confirm that the
existing network and proposed upgrades are capable of handling potential faults.

3.5.3 Generator Output

The loading on the generator will assist in determining the viability of the project as it will
depict the energy that is saved by conventional means. The reduction in fossil fuel consumption
and carbon emissions can be extrapolated from this information. This data also allows an
analysis of the effect the introduction of PV has on the networks power factor.

3.6

Power Quality Improvements

The investigation of the system with PV generation assists in determining the required strategies
to overcome any negative impact. Strategies will differ according to the network characteristic
that is adversely affected beyond the bounds of Australian standards.
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3.7

Conclusions

Following this structured methodology allows a comparison of results before and after proposed
upgrades are implemented. Maintaining each variable such as load demand and circuit
configuration is important as it allows an accurate assessment of the effect PV has on the
network.
The copious amounts of data are made more manageable by automating the collection process
via Power Factory’s scripting language. Further to this, simulations can be easily repeated
should any input data change such as load profile.
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4

Results and Analysis

The calculations and results presented below detail the outcome of the study of the Newman
network in its existing state and with the introduction of PV. Strategies to improve power
quality and stability are presented and their effectiveness analysed.

4.1

Existing Network Characteristics

The electrical characteristics of the existing network assist in determining the PV integration
design. In general, a networks power quality and stability is most tested during times of high
load demand. particularly when considering volt drop experienced by transmission lines. For
this reason, the bulk of the following analysis has been based on the peak loading week for the
township grid – 25th February 2017 to 4th March 2017.

4.1.1 Model of Existing Network

The township substation houses six feeders supplying different sections of the town as depicted
in figure 4.1. The network includes a total of 125km of transmission lines connecting 123
distribution transformers feeding residential and commercial areas of the town.
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Figure 4.1 Overview of Township Substation
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Figures 4.2 to 4.7 detail each circuit configuration in more detail illustrating transmission paths
township from the substation to the street level low voltage distribution transformers. Each
circuit contains predominantly residential premise’s and a small portion of commercial and light
industrial customers.
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Figure 4.2 Circuit TC1
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Figure 4.3 Circuit TC2
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Figure 4.4 Circuit TC3
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Figure 4.5 Circuit TC4
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Figure 4.6 Circuit STS2
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Figure 4.7 Circuit STS6
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4.1.2 Voltage Level

Using the load profile in the previous section in conjunction with single line diagrams obtained
from BHP a series of Quasi-Dynamic simulation has been carried out to analyse the variable
voltage levels at buses throughout the network.
Table 4.1 displays a summary of the average and minimum voltages experienced by each circuit
of the township network. The transformer ratios are such that a per unit value of 1 results in
433V on the low voltage transformer terminal.

Table 4.1: Voltage Summary

Summary of Grid Voltages
Circuit

Per Unit Average

Per Unit Minimum

TC1

0.979305

0.945508

TC2

0.987326

0.969793

TC3

0.962675

0.90646

TC4

0.982783

0.946994

STS2

0.976167

0.917918

STS6

0.981623

0.952962

While this data represents a very small portion of the full simulation it provides some key
findings. Four of the six circuits experience greater than 5% under voltage for at least one
simulation. This table reveals that TC3 and STS2 are of concern as they experience 9.4% and
8.2% under voltage respectively. Connecting PV at these locations should assist in boosting
these voltage levels particularly considering under voltage occurs during times of high demand.
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It has been established that high demand periods align with high intensity available solar
irradiance therefore connecting PV to under voltage nodes will boost them.
AS/NZS 3000 Wiring Rules states that consumer mains nominal voltage is 230V (398V line to
line) and must be maintained between -6% and +10% of this nominal value. This equates to a
range of 216V to 253V line to neutral and 374V to 438V line to line.
The transformer ratios as per the single line drawings [26] [27] [28] [29] are 11000:433
therefore a per unit value of 1 results in 433V on the low voltage side of the transformer.
Consequently, the minimum per unit voltage permissible for the low voltage network is 0.864
(374/433). Although this value is permissible it is preferable to maintain voltage as close to
nominal as possible.
Figures 4.8 to 4.19 represent the load profile and voltage over time for the worst performing bus
for each circuit of the network. Ohms law, V = IR, suggests that provided all other variables
remain static an inverse relationship exists between load demand and load voltage. An increase
in demand will result in an increase in current causing a greater volt drop across transmission
lines. Assuming supply voltage remains constant, an increase in transmission line voltage will
cause a corresponding decrease in load voltage.
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TC1 Voltage vs Summer Load Demand
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Figure 4.8: TC1 Summer Load Demand vs Voltage

TC1 Voltage vs Winter Load Demand
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Figure 4.9: TC1 Winter Load Demand vs Voltage
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TC2 Voltage vs Summer Load Demand
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Figure 4.10: TC2 Summer Load Demand vs Voltage
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Figure 4.11: TC2 Winter Load Demand vs Voltage
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TC3 Voltage vs Load Demand
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Figure 4.12: TC3 Summer Load Demand vs Voltage
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Figure 4.13: TC3 Winter Load Demand vs Voltage
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Figure 4.14: TC4 Summer Load Demand vs Voltage
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Figure 4.15: TC4 Winter Load Demand vs Voltage
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Figure 4.16: STS2 Summer Load Demand vs Voltage
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Figure 4.17: STS2 Winter Load Demand vs Voltage
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STS6 Voltage vs Load Demand
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Figure 4.18: STS6 Summer Load Demand vs Voltage
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Figure 4.19: STS6 Winter Load Demand vs Voltage
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Voltage (pu)

STS6 Voltage vs Load Demand

The data produced by Power Factory reveals quite a constant trend for the load profiles with
peak demand occurring in the early afternoon for the summer period and peak demand
occurring in the early evening for the winter period. This is likely due to air conditioner use
being in high demand in the afternoons during peak heat for summer. Conversely winter peak
demand occurs at night when most people are coming home and preparing dinner.

As a trend voltage follows an inverse relationship with load profile as hypothesised. It is
visually clear that as load demand increases the voltage experienced by them decreases and vice
versa. This is explained by an increase in I2 R losses for increasing loads leading to a larger volt
drop across cables and transformers.
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4.1.2 Fault Condition Analysis

The township network employs various cables to connect the substation to the distribution
transformers. The short circuit ratings of these cables are given in table 4.2:

Table 4.2: Network Cables [26] [27] [28] [29]

Network Cable Schedule
Cable Type

Quantity
Installed

Total Length

1s Short

Installed

Circuit

(km)

Rating (kA)

Olex Lemon

128

87.35

25.7

185mm Copper. Underground in Conduit

11

5.6

26.4

240mm Copper. Underground in Conduit

11

9.3

22.7

185mm Aluminium. Underground in Conduit

6

3.6

17.5

300mm Aluminium. Underground in Conduit

6

6.4

28.4

70mm Aluminium. Underground in Conduit

3

1.2

6.62

70mm Copper. Underground in Conduit

1

0.3

10
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The network simulation contains a total of 166 transmission lines and 294 connection points
(ring main units, transformer HV and LV terminals, power poles). Power Factory’s scripting
functionality was used to automate the simulation of a fault at each connection point. For each
fault simulation, the fault currents experienced by each cable are automatically exported to an
excel spreadsheet. This translates to 48804 cables to inspect for fault current – 294 simulations
with 166 inspections per simulation.
Simulation of faults at each of the 294 connection points resulted in a total of 2409 line currents
to consider. Figure 4.20 depicts all 2409 fault currents experienced in descending order. Each
data point shows the fault current experienced by network cables as a percentage of its fault
rating.
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Figure 4.20 – Fault Current as % of Cable Rating
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All cables in the network are sufficiently rated to carry the prospective fault current for all fault
locations. The cable that experiences the largest proportional fault current utilises 65.57% of its
fault carrying capacity. This value is still well within the cables tolerance for a fault. Most of
fault currents experienced by the networks transmission lines are below 20% of the cables
rating.
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4.1.3 Power Factor Analysis

The network experiences minimal power factor problems with the circuit TC4 and STS2 being
the most problematic.

Table 4.3 Generator Power Factor - Summer

Summer Generator Power Factor Summary
TC1

TC2

TC3

TC4

STS2

STS6

Average

0.921256

0.891936

0.910487

0.916251

0.903122

0.913944

Max

0.997053

0.962336

0.994878

0.992044

0.989892

0.989705

Min

0.804343

0.802765

0.805893

0.772528

0.780022

0.803772

Table 4.4 Generator Power Factor - Winter

Winter Generator Power Factor Summary
TC1

TC2

TC3

TC4

STS2

STS6

Average

0.991292

0.934331

0.991304

0.978571

0.990334

0.964792

Max

0.999144

0.969893

0.998421

0.997611

0.989771

0.997070

Min

0.943519

0.886542

0.950838

0.921894

0.941869

0.916396

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate a summary of power factor data across all circuits for summer and
winter respectively. The power factor data in winter has no issues with the lowest power factor
reading being 0.916 – well above the WA Electrical Requirements [20] minimum of 0.8.
The averages also perform well during summer ranging between 0.89 and 0.92 again well above
the minimum standard. At times power factor does dip below 0.8 however these are kept to a
minimum occurring only once for TC4 and twice for STS2
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4.1.4 Harmonic Analysis

Independent yearly audits carried out on the Newman township network by APD Power
Engineering [31] suggest harmonic distortion on the network is well within limits according to
the Western Australia Electricity Industry Code 2005 [19]. The code states that total harmonic
distortion (THD) not exceed 8%. Throughout 2011 to 2015 the network experienced a total of 3
breaches of THD – 2 in 2011/2012 and 1 in 2014/2015 however the average THD is below 3%
for the 2014/2015 period.
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4.2

PV Design

Prior to simulating PV generation in Power Factory, it is necessary to calculate a nominal sizing
of PV arrays based on the towns load and weather profiles. Load profile determines the required
output of the PV system while weather profile influences the actual output of that system.

4.2.1 Initial Design

Assuming no output from PV is wasted – all excess energy is stored for later use – average load
data can be used. The following variables are used for this simple calculation:


Actual output of the PV array: P Actual



Nominal rating of PV module: P Nominal



Solar Irradiance received at PV site: E Actual



Inverter efficiency derating factor: f Inv



Temperature derating factor: f Temp



Dust derating factor: f Dust

There is also a solar irradiance constant E Nominal of 1000 W/m2 that represents testing conditions
for determining the nominal rating of a PV module. This means that a PV module will output its
nominal rating when receiving 1000 W/m2 of solar irradiation [18]. For example, if a 100 W
solar panel receives 500 W/m2 it will output 50 W. However, if that same panel receives 1500
W/m2 it will output 150 W.
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Using these variables, the actual output of the PV array is calculated using the following
formula:
P Actual = P Nominal * E Actual / E Nominal * f Inv * f Temp * f Dust

Re-Arranging this equation delivers the nominal rating of the PV system required allowing
selection of number and type of solar panels. Substituting P Required = P Actual:
P Nominal = P Required * E Nominal / E Actual / f Inv / f Temp / f Dust
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Table 4.5 Town Load Summary

Township Load Demand Summary
Average Summer

Average Winter

Demand (MW)

Demand (MW)

TC1

1.616

0.625

TC2

1.645

0.800

TC3

2.347

0.957

TC4

1.296

0.732

STS2

1.606

0.511

STS6

1.746

1.219

Total

10.256

4.845

Circuit

Table 4.5 shows average load data for a peak (summer) demand period and a trough (winter)
demand period. This data in conjunction with weather data serves as a starting point for analysis
from which battery sizing and losses can be calculated later.

Table 4.6 Weather Summary

Weather Summary
Season

Average
Temperature (◦C)

Summer

31.69

Average Solar
Irradiance
(W/m2)
254.25

Winter

14.81

144.43

Table 4.5 shows some basic data that will assist in calculating the actual output of a given PV
array at these conditions.
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A typical temperature co-efficient for poly-crystalline panels is in the range of – 0.44 to -0.5% /
C [32], therefore -0.5% / C is selected as worse-case scenario. Using this data and an inverter
efficiency of 98% and dust derating factor of 95% the following results are obtained:

Table 4.7 Nominal PV Calculation Summary

100% PV - Nominal Rating
Summer
Winter

Circuit

Load Demand
(MW)
1.61
1.65
2.35
1.30
1.60
1.75
10.27

TC1
TC2
TC3
TC4
STS2
STS6
Total

Nominal PV
(MW)
6.68
6.84
9.71
5.38
6.64
7.25
42.50

Load Demand
(MW)
0.62
0.80
0.95
0.73
0.52
1.22
4.84

Nominal PV
(MW)
4.50
5.83
6.95
5.34
3.75
8.91
35.29

PV Ratings for 100% Solar Generation
Nominal Rating (MW)

12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00
TC1

TC2

TC3

TC4

STS2

STS6

Circuit ID
Summer Nominal

Winter Nominal

Figure 4.21: Winter vs Summer Nominal PV Requirement
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Most circuits require a greater nominal amount of PV during summer than in winter due to the
vastly higher demand. This is in spite of there being less solar irradiance in winter and increased
efficiency of panels in lower temperatures. STS6 is the exception to this rule requiring 8.89 MW
nominal in winter compared with 7.25 MW nominal in summer due to similar average demands
throughout each season. Table 4.8 below depicts the number of panels and inverters required to
supply each circuit with 100% PV using a panel size of 300W and inverter rating of 600 kW.

Table 4.8 Calculated Hardware for 100% PV Supply

Nominal PV - 100% Solar Generation
Season

Circuit

Nominal
PV (MW)

Nominal
Inverter
(kW)

Calculated
Quantity
of
Inverters

Selected
Quantity
of
Inverters

TC1

6.68

600

11.13

11

TC2

6.84

600

11.39

11

TC3

9.71

600

16.19

16

TC4

5.38

600

8.97

9

STS2

6.64

600

11.07

11

STS6

7.25

600

12.08

12

TC1

4.50

600

7.50

7

TC2

5.83

600

9.72

1

TC3

6.95

600

11.59

12

TC4

5.34

600

8.90

9

STS2

3.75

600

6.26

6

STS6

8.91

600

14.86

15

Summer

Winter
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Designing a system to supply 100% of a networks’ demand with PV is unrealistic and it
represents a waste during times of lower demand. For example, if TC1 is designed with 11
inverters each supplied by 2000 panels in winter the equivalent supply of 4 inverters is wasted
as only 7 are required to supply full load in winter. For these two reasons, the selected PV rating
is slightly over 50% of peak demand. The nominal rating is greater than 50% due to a discrete
number of inverters being required evidenced by column 6 of table 4.8. Table 4.90 lists the
selected hardware considering weather conditions and derating factors.

Table 4.9 Selected PV Hardware - >50% Peak Supply
>50% Peak Supply
Circuit

Quantity
of
Inverters

Panels
Per
Inverter

Total
Panels

TC1

6

2000

12000

TC2

6

2000

12000

TC3

9

2000

18000

TC4

5

2000

10000

STS2

6

2000

12000

STS6

8

2000

16000
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4.2.2 Solar Tracking Selection

Single axis tracking can be implemented either vertically / longitude (east to west) or
horizontally / latitude (north to south). In theory, the location of Newman will benefit from
vertical tracking as it lies in advantageous latitude already. A vertical tracker has its tilt angle set
manually, and can be altered to maximise efficiency for each season.
Figure 4.22 illustrates the average output of a PV system in Newman at various tilt angles.

Average PV Output (MW)

Vertical Tracking Tilt Angle Comparison
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

5

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90

Tilt Angle (degrees)
Vertical Tracking - Summer

Vertical Tracking - Winter

Figure 4.22 Vertical Tracking for Various Tilt Angles

As can be seen by this graph a vertical tracking system is most efficient when set to 45 in
summer and 60 in winter. These angles are used for subsequent simulations.
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4.2.3 Generation Characteristics

The reduction in power supplied by the gas turbines is determined by the output of the PV
system and the energy storage capacity of the system.

Table 4.10: >50% Peak Demand PV Integration Power Data - Summer

Summer Generation Characteristics for PV Output for 50%
Peak Demand
Circuit

Average PV Power
(MW)

Average Generator

Average Generator

Power With Batteries

Power Without

(MW)

Batteries (MW)

TC1

0.90

0.74

0.81

TC2

0.90

0.77

0.84

TC3

1.35

1.07

1.20

TC4

0.75

0.57

0.66

STS2

0.90

0.74

0.88

STS6

1.20

0.58

0.84

Total

5.99

4.47

5.23

Seemingly the difference between having energy storage or not is great with less than an 17%
additional energy subsidy on the gas generators (5.23 MW usage down to 4.46 MW). Figure
4.23 reveals why.
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Figure 4.23 depicts the net result of PV output minus load demand to illustrate visually the
frequency and magnitude of times of excess PV output.

Summer PV Output vs Load Demand
Excess PV (MW)
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-20

Date
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Figure 4.23 – Summer Load Demand Compared to PV Output

Clearly load demand exceeds the available PV supply for the majority of time and by a fair
margin leaving little excess supply to charge batteries. For context, it is important to remember
that this week experienced the largest total demand for the past 12 months. During times of
lower demand excess supply will be greater and the need for energy storage will increase.
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Table 4.11: >50% Peak Demand PV Integration Power Data - Winter

Winter Generation Characteristics for PV Output for >50%
Peak Demand
Circuit

Average PV Power
(MW)

Average Generator
Power With Batteries
(MW)

Average Generator
Power Without
Batteries (MW)

TC1

0.74

0

0.35

TC2

0.74

0.06

0.51

TC3

1.11

0

0.57

TC4

0.62

0.12

0.46

STS2

0.74

0

0.31

STS6

0.98

0.25

0.70

Total

4.92

0.43

2.89

During winter, there is a much greater proportion of PV generation compared to the gas turbines
with an average PV output of 4.92 MW compared with 2.89 MW from the gas generators
without energy storage. Furthermore, including an ideal energy storage system allows the entire
demand to be met by the PV network. As can be seen in figure 4.24 this is attributed to the fact
that PV output exceeds load demand by a large margin.
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Winter PV Output vs Load Demand
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Figure 4.24 – Winter Load Demand Compared to PV Output

Figure 4.24 illustrates that energy storage that is required to capitalise on the PV system during
winter. Output exceeds demand for less time than demand exceeds output however when it does
it is by such a margin that storing that excess allows full coverage by PV.
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4.2.4 Cloud Cover Effect

Cloud cover can have a dramatic and unpredictable effect on the output of a PV system as
evidenced by figures 4.25 to 4.30.
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Figure 4.25 – Cloud Effect TC1
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Figure 4.26 – Cloud Effect TC2
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Figure 4.27 – Cloud Effect TC3
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Figure 4.28 – Cloud Effect TC4
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Figure 4.29 – Cloud Effect STS2
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Figure 4.30 – Cloud Effect STS6

As can be seen by the figures 4.25 to 4.30 cloud cover has a major impact on the output of a PV
system. Clearly a set of battery banks is required to smooth the output of the PV system.
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4.2.5 PV Effect on Fault Condition

PV in the network adds an additional source of supply which will alter the behaviour of faults
throughout the network. Figure 4.31 is the equivalent of figure 4.20 however includes PV
generation.

Figure 4.31 – Fault Current as % of Cable Rating

The curve of figure 4.31 mimics that in figure 4.20 revealing that all cables can handle the
prospective fault current in response to a fault at any location within the network. Again, all
cables are capable of handing the prospective fault current with the largest relative fault being
73.65% of rated cable capacity. For the majority of scenarios, the fault current experienced is
less than 20% of a cables rating.
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Figure 4.32 – Top 20 Fault Current as % of Cable Rating

Figure 4.33 – Top 20 Fault Currents
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20

Figures 4.32 and 4.33 depicts the top 20 fault currents as a percentage of the cables rating and
the raw kA fault level comparing the existing network scenario with the proposed PV upgrades.
For each simulation, the network with PV has slightly larger fault levels; however, all remain
within acceptable tolerances.

4.2.6 PV Effect on Power Factor

PV generation can significantly lower the power factor of the town substation. During winter,
there is a low demand for reactive power therefore power factor is maintained at high levels due
to the existing power factor correction capacitor banks. However, during summer the power
factor at the substation is much lower.
Table 4.12 Substation Power Factor
Substation Power Factor
Existing

PV

Network

Integration

TC1

0.92

0.54

TC2

0.89

0.64

TC3

0.91

0.67

TC4

0.92

0.69

STS2

0.90

0.71

STS6

0.91

0.74

Circuit

As can be seen by table 4.12 the power factor is drastically reduced by the introduction of PV as
the generator now provides less active power but the same reactive power.
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4.2.7 PV Effect on Harmonics

Harmonic injections occur as a result of converting electricity from DC to AC for use within the
network and AC to DC for storage of excess energy. As stated in chapter 4.1.4 the maximum
THD during normal operations does not exceed 3% therefore it is necessary that the PV system
contributes 5% or less additional harmonic injections into the network.
Figures 4.34 to 4.39 compare total harmonic distortion injected into each circuit when using a 6pulse bridge vs a 12-pulse converter.
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Figure 4.34 – TC1 Harmonic Distortion
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Figure 4.35 – TC2 Harmonic Distortion
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Figure 4.36 – TC3 Harmonic Distortion
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Figure 4.37 – TC4 Harmonic Distortion
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Figure 4.38 – STS2 Harmonic Distortion
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Figure 4.39 – STS6 Harmonic Distortion

These figures reveal some mixed results for each circuit however each circuit performs much
better when employing a 12-Pulse Bridge rectifier. In general, all circuits except STS6 do not
exceed the desired 5% while employing the 12-pulse rectifier.
STS2 does exceed the limit when load demand spiked on the 26th February 2017 – these levels
are unacceptable and will need to be controlled.
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4.3

Power Quality Improvement Techniques

Results obtained in section 4.2 suggest that the automatic tap changing transformers as
implemented in the existing network are adequate to maintain appropriate voltage levels with
the integration of PV. Simulations also reveal that the increase in short circuit fault currents
does not severely impact the network and all network cables are adequate to carry the additional
potential fault current.
The key problems caused by PV integration are the introduction of harmonics and low power
factor referenced at the substation bus. At times harmonics exceed the 8% limit given in the
Western Australia Electricity Industry Code 2005 [19].
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4.3.1 Power Factor Correction

The primary technique adopted for this study is to program the PV system to supply reactive
power into the network. Table 4.13 illustrates power factor results based on setting the PV
system to a fixed power factor of 0.85, 0.9 and 0.95.

Table 4.13 Power Factor Correction Results

Substation Power Factor Comparison
Inverter Power Factor
Circuit

Existing
Network

1.00

0.85

0.90

0.95

TC1

0.92

0.54

0.88

0.83

0.80

TC2

0.89

0.64

0.88

0.86

0.85

TC3

0.91

0.67

0.85

0.81

0.78

TC4

0.92

0.69

0.82

0.81

0.78

STS2

0.90

0.71

0.88

0.85

0.81

STS6

0.91

0.74

0.89

0.87

0.80
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4.3.2 Harmonics

The primary strategy in minimising harmonics introduced is to utilise high quality electricity
converter components. More complex converters produce a more pure sine wave from DC input
resulting in reduced harmonic injections.
ABB industrial inverters offer all in one options that include active harmonic filtering to which
the data sheets state harmonic distortion will be maintained to less than 3%. Use of this
technology should allow the system to successfully operate without causing harm to the network
via excessive harmonics.
As evidenced by figure 4.39 at times when load spikes occur harmonics are increased well
beyond permissible levels. Under these conditions a monitoring system is desirable to
continually observe system harmonics and as a failsafe remove PV supply and rely solely on gas
generation.
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5

Conclusions and Further Work

5.1

Conclusions

The existing network performs well according to the standards in terms of voltage levels, power
factor and harmonics, and all network cabling is rated to successfully handle any prospective
fault.
Load demand on the current generation system is nearing its rated capacity and further
expansion is required. Given the hot, sunny climate in Newman solar PV represents an ideal
source of additional supply. Integrating PV into the existing network however, introduces new
problems that must be overcome. This scenario resulted in unacceptably low power factor and
high harmonics occurring in the network. Mitigation strategies are required and have been
proposed involving the selection of high quality components. Fault conditions remain within
tolerances therefore no further improvement is required at this time.
This case study serves as a starting point in proving the feasibility and viability of such an
endeavour in Newman. Initial study has determined that the introduction of 50% PV has
minimal impact on the operation and stability of the network. This is primarily because PV is
serving as a supplement only to the existing gas turbines which can ramp up if needed in
response to low PV output. Given that generators are relatively slow to react a battery bank
system would assist to smooth any sharp reductions in PV output due to cloud cover.
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5.2

Further Work

Some of the data used is somewhat limited primarily the weather and load data. Only a single
week of summer and a single week of winters load data was released by BHP. For a more indepth study a full year would be desirable. However, it is fortunate that the peak load data was
included allowing analysis of when the network is most strained.
The weather data obtained is not available in real time however the total solar irradiance for
each day is freely available from the Bureau of Meteorology. Prior to implementing this system,
it is recommended to setup monitoring stations to record real time solar irradiance and
temperature data. This will enable a more accurate calculation of required PV sizing and the
monitoring systems can then be used to assist in proactive network control.
This additional detail would be required for calculations if the PV generation is expanded to
include mine sites along with the township. Analysis of the township system would be integral
in proposing any future expansion.
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7

Appendix

7.1

Sample DPL Code

set all, loads, lines, buses, gens, trans, pvs;
object project, load, line, bus, gen, tran;
object TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, TC5, TC6, STS1, STS2, STS6,PV, pvgen;
Quasi-Dynamic simulation object
object quasi;
!variables
int beginDate, endDate, timeStep, loadCount, loadNum;
int loads_read;
double real_demand, reactive_demand, total_active, total_reactive,
TC1_load, TC2_load, TC3_load, TC4_load, STS2_load, STS6_load,
rand_factor, rand_sum;
object circuitName;
!Output file handles
int outputFile, TC1_loadFile, TC2_loadFile, loadFile, TC4_loadFile,
STS2_loadFile, STS6_loadFile, PV_loadFile;
outputFile = 1;
loadFile = 1;
loadCount = 0;
loadNum = 0;
total_active = 0;
total_reactive = 0;
loads_read = 0;
!Clears screen and removes automatic new line for printf
ClearOutput();
SetLineFeed(0);
project = GetActiveProject();
all = project.GetContents('*.ElmNet',1);
!if active project found
if(all)
{
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!GET CIRCUIT OBJECTS!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
TC3 = all.First();
TC4 = all.Next();
PV = all.Next();
STS2 = all.Next();
TC1 = all.Next();
TC2 = all.Next();
STS6 = all.Next();
!printf('%o %o %o %o %o %o %o', TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, STS2, STS6,
PV);
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!GET CIRCUIT OBJECTS!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
TC1.Deactivate();
TC2.Deactivate();
TC3.Deactivate();
TC4.Deactivate();
STS2.Deactivate();
STS6.Deactivate();
PV.Deactivate();
!
circuitName = TC1;
circuitName.Activate();
loads = circuitName.GetContents('*.ElmLod',1);
lines = circuitName.GetContents('*.ElmLne',1);
buses = circuitName.GetContents('*.ElmTerm',1);
gens = circuitName.GetContents('*.ElmSym',1);
trans = circuitName.GetContents('*.ElmTr2',1);
pvs = circuitName.GetContents('.ElmPvsys',1);

!loads
!lines
!terminals
!generators
!transformers
!PV System

load = loads.First();
line = lines.First();
bus = buses.First();
gen = gens.First();
tran = trans.First();
pvgen = pvs.First();
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!SETUP OUTPUT FILE!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
outputFile = fopen('c:\Ryan\PF Excel Output\TC1 Winter
PV.xls','w',outputFile); ! file used to test PF without cap banks
fprintf(outputFile, 'Time Period\t');
fprintf(outputFile,'Active Load\tReactive Load\tPV MW\tGEN
MW\tGEN MVAR\tGEN MVA\tGEN PF\t');
!Bus Headings
fprintf(outputFile,'Bus Name:\t');
while(bus)
{
fprintf(outputFile,'%s\t', bus:loc_name);
bus = buses.Next();
}
!reset bus array
bus = buses.First();
!get quasi object
quasi = GetFromStudyCase('ComStatsim');
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!SETUP SIMULATION!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!set time period option to user-defined
quasi:calcPeriod = 3;
!Summer Period
!beginDate = 1487952686; !25/02/2017 00:11:26
!pvgen:tilt = 45;
!pvgen:Tamb = 31.69;
!Winter Period
beginDate = 1466611900; !23/06/2016 00:11:40
pvgen:tilt = 60;
pvgen:Tamb = 14.81;
quasi:endTime = 2000000000; !set dend date to far into future to
avoid time violation
quasi:startTime = beginDate;
quasi:endTime = beginDate + 2016; !33:36 minute intervals
timeStep = 1;
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!EXECUTE QUASI-DYNAMIC SIMULATION!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!while start time is before end date
while(loadCount < 301) !should be 301
{
loadCount = loadCount + 1;
fclose(outputFile);
loadFile = fopen('c:\Ryan\PF Input\tc1_individual_winter.txt',
'r', loadFile);
loadNum = 0;
!find previous load infile
while(loadNum < loads_read)
{
fscanf(loadFile,'%f',real_demand);
fscanf(loadFile,'%f',reactive_demand);
loadNum = loadNum + 2;
}
!printf('Active Power is: %f\nReactive Power is: %f\n',
real_demand, reactive_demand);
total_active = 0;
total_reactive = 0;
load = loads.First();
!input individual load data
while(load)
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{
fscanf(loadFile,'%f',real_demand);
fscanf(loadFile,'%f',reactive_demand);
loads_read = loads_read + 2;
load:plini = real_demand;
load:qlini = reactive_demand;
total_active = total_active+load:plini;
total_reactive = total_reactive+load:qlini;
load = loads.Next();
}
fclose(loadFile);
outputFile = fopen('c:\Ryan\PF Excel Output\TC1 Winter
PV.xls','a',outputFile);
quasi.Execute();
fprintf(outputFile,'\n%d\t', timeStep);
fprintf(outputFile,'%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t\t',total_active,
total_reactive, pvgen:m:Psum:bus1 ,
gen:m:Psum:bus1,gen:m:Qsum:bus1,gen:m:Ssum:bus1,gen:m:Psum:bus1/gen
:m:Ssum:bus1);
!for each bus output voltage
while(bus)
{
fprintf(outputFile,'%f\t', bus:m:u:max);
bus = buses.Next();
}!end of single simulation while
fprintf(outputFile,'\t\t');
!while(tran)
!{
! fprintf(scFile,'%f\t', tran:c:loading:max);
! tran = trans.Next();
!}
!advance 33:36
quasi:endTime = quasi:endTime + 2016;
quasi:startTime = quasi:startTime + 2016;
bus = buses.First();
tran = trans.First();
timeStep = timeStep + 1;
!43 * 33:36 ~ 1 day
if(timeStep = 43)
timeStep = 0;
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